










The rules were simple yet restrictive - players could only use black cards
released in 1993 and 1994, taking them on a nostalgic journey to a time
when cards like "Pestilence," "Plague Rats," and "Drain Life" ruled the
tables. For sanity sake, the powerful “Mind Twist” and “Hymn to Tourach”
were banned. Additionally, players were limited to just four artifacts in
their decks, a rule which tested many participants' deck building prowess.
Most importantly, basic swamps possessed a unique ability - the ability to
be sacrificed for three black mana, provided the swamp was set ablaze
within the campfire, the namesake of the event. To ensure participants'
decks remained partially functional, “Ebon Stronghold,” were placed into
the participants' graveyard upon the completion of the ‘dark ritual’.
Naturally, this caused a global shortage of the card as supplies were built up
for the tournament to fuel the rituals.

The competition featured a diverse array of strategies and deck archetypes.
Some players aimed for blistering speed cheap powerful creatures like Erg
Raiders, others utilizing the infamous combo of "Plauge Rats" and more
"Plauge Rats" to create a massive horde of rats. Others chose to harness the
power of land death with “Sinkhole,” “Demonic Hordes,” and even
“Blight” devastating the few remaining lands which remained in play.

At a dimly lit campfire in the hills of
San Francisco, shrouded in an air of
mystery, the inaugural Dark Ritual
Magic: The Gathering Tournament
unfolded, transporting players and
spectators alike back to the arcane
realms of 1993 and 1994. This unique
event challenged participants to
embrace the dark allure of black
magic, harking back to the early
days of the game when strategies
were as enigmatic as they were
powerful.
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The most memorable moments of the tournament was when one
participant playing a control style deck and their favourite card, “The
Abyss” was overrun by their opponents horde of “Plague Rats” which
were raised from the dead by “All Hallows Eve”.

As the tournament progressed the campfire grew brighter. The games
were intense, fueled by the fast acceleration provided by the dark ritual -
“Sengir Vampire” appeared to be the breakout card of the evening with
“Paralyze” helping Participants catch their footing. The atmosphere, and
swamps, crackled with anticipation as players drew and threw cards from
the old school era.

Many players continued playing
until all swamps were consumed
in flames. There trophy was
awarded or needed, participants all
had what they came for - the two
dozen stamped “Ebon
Stronghold” now part of their
most prized possessions. The
tournament stood as a testament
to the enduring appeal of Magic' s
formative years. It was a
celebration of Magic' s dark and
mysterious past, a reminder that,
no matter how the game evolves,
the allure of the old cards and
strategies remains a potent force in
the world of Magic: The
Gathering.

- Brendan McBain
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